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→ 

In light of the recent increase in stock market volatility, we would like to offer an update on the Investment Team’s current outlook.  

REVIEW OF RECENT EVENTS: 

A combination of government monetary decisions and slowing economic growth from around the globe over the past year,        

culminated in the recent volatility spike in markets.   The build-up began with the ECB increasing their major bond buying program, 

which essentially reduced interest rates to zero, and weakened the Euro.  As Europe’s bond buying was ramping up, China’s stock 

market which rallied in 2014, shifted into bubble status, as Chinese stocks launched in 2015.  Although China’s economic growth 

was slowing, the growth rate continued at a pace far above the U.S.  Once the Chinese government initiated steps toward           

becoming a free-floating currency regime (essentially devaluing their currency), that was the inflection point for the recent         

volatility.   

The devaluing of the Chinese Yuan caused smaller emerging market countries’ currencies to depreciate.  The main reasons specific 

emerging markets currencies fell in this environment was two-pronged.  First, many of these countries supply raw materials and 

commodities to China.  When China’s growth slows, their growth slows as well.  Second, many of these countries have debt        

denominated in U.S. dollars.  When the dollar strengthens, their borrowing costs increase.   

This timeline of events caused the globe to sell-off.  Although some countries and currencies fell less, not many were immune to 

the correction.  Although China and many emerging markets dramatically outperformed the U.S. for over a year prior to this event, 

the recent correction has resulted in China and the U.S. having similar equity returns since the spring of 2014, when the Chinese 

advance began. 

HOW THESE EVENTS AFFECT OUR ASSET CLASSES: 

U.S. Equities:  Although U.S. exports to China represent less than 1% of GDP, U.S. stocks fell on fears of a global economic slow-

down, and fears that the Federal Reserve would raise interest rates in a slowing growth environment.  We believe the probability of 

a September Fed rate hike has dropped over the last month. 

Foreign Developed Equities:  OPCM has favored Europe over other developed regions like Canada, Australia, and more developed 

countries in Asia.  Europe’s economic growth actually appears to have bottomed, and the recent volatility caused a smaller 10% 

correction.  Europe is now down slightly in 2015 versus Canada, Australia, and Singapore which are each down more than 15% this 

year.   

Emerging Markets:  Although certain emerging market regions are in far superior monetary, fiscal, and economic shape, the selling 

was indiscriminate.  The China growth fears and strong dollar caused a more meaningful correction. 

Fixed Income:  U.S. fixed income is viewed as a safe haven, so high quality U.S. bonds recently posted a positive return. 

Natural Resources:  The dual negatives of slowing Chinese economic growth and fears of a further strengthening of the strong   

dollar hurt most dollar denominated natural resources. 

Real Estate:  U.S. real estate pulled back with most other asset classes, but not to the degree of other asset classes.  Higher        

valuations and fears of higher interest rates are the present headwinds. 
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OPCM’s RESPONSE TO THE RECENT EVENTS: 

High volatility and panicky investor behavior are typically thought of as negatives.  However, the positive to these rare                  

environments is usually nearly all asset classes and securities sell off regardless of fundamentals, valuation, or actual correlation to 

the events causing the panic. 

Since more of the recent volatility was seen in emerging markets and natural resources, we would like to address our stance on 

both.  First and foremost, we do not believe in market timing asset classes.  Managers who completely sell out of asset classes, 

whether it’s due to fear or taking a large bet on an entire asset class underperforming, are actually reducing diversification, and in 

many cases increasing portfolio risk.  We believe in overweighting and underweighting asset classes while being very selective in 

what we own within asset classes.   

For example, in natural resources, our long-term allocation range is between 5% and 15%.  Our weighting is presently only about 

6%.  The reason we outperformed the DJ-UBS Commodity Index for five years from 2010 to 2014, is because we were more income 

biased versus inflation biased.  During the last year, we have slowly increased our inflation-biased exposure.  We believe investors 

have nearly entirely capitulated on this asset class, while valuations are near record lows and fundamentals are bottoming.  This is 

especially true in the energy sector, where sentiment is arguably at an all-time low as demand continues and supply is potentially 

peaking.  High quality, well-capitalized natural gas and oil/gas MLPs are particularly interesting. 

Emerging markets are now nearly 50% of the total global GDP.  Although a strong dollar is usually a headwind to emerging markets, 

we believe certain areas of emerging markets offer incredible future returns.  First, we are avoiding the following: countries highly 

exposed to commodities, countries with inflation issues, countries with high dollar denominated debt, and countries that are overly 

dependent on China.  So what investments are interesting in this recently punished area?  As most of you know, our bias is toward 

one theme and three sectors – the rise of the emerging market consumer, and the consumer, technology, and financial sectors.  

Even within our China exposure, the bias is toward these sectors.  Finally, we believe India represents a strong longer-term         

economic transformation story, especially within the consumer discretionary and staples sectors, and we feel India was unjustly 

punished during the recent global correction. 

Although we do feel volatility will continue through the third quarter earnings release season in October, we will continue to place 

emotions aside and take advantage of possible future mispricings in all asset classes.   

 

Justin W. McNichols, CFA 

Chief Investment Officer 
Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC 
 

The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC (“OPCM”) as of the date of the material and is subject to change. None of the 
data presented herein constitutes a recommendation or solicitation to invest in any particular investment strategy and should not be relied upon in making an investment 
decision. There is no guarantee that the investment strategies presented herein will work under all market conditions and investors should evaluate their ability to invest for 
the long-term. Each investor should select asset classes for investment based on his/her own goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. The information contained in this report is 
for informational purposes only and should not be deemed investment advice. Although information has been obtained from and is based upon sources OPCM believes to be 
reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and the information may be incomplete or condensed. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any          
investment is the possibility of loss.  
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